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Abstract

This article explores how the Museum, Art and Wellbeing project brought primary school

children and seniors from the same local community together to engage in explorative

activities designed to reveal individual and mutual assets for wellbeing. The Museum, Art

and Wellbeing project undertook a participatory arts-based approach to investigate how the

assets of a large public institution such as Museums Victoria, Australia could reach out and

engage different community groups. The seniors came from a local University of the Third

Age (U3A) which offers a wide range of classes but does not usually engage with primary

schools. Children at the primary school engage in art learning and separate wellbeing

learning but these age-stage sessions, as designated to incremental year levels, had not

previously included direct involvement of seniors in learning activities. For both groups, the

connection to Victoria’s state museums is marked by previous occasional one-off visits.

Museum resources have not been considered as ongoing assets for wellbeing that link to

the local community in the way that this project does. The university’s role in brokering

such connections by deploying often ignored human/institutional assets to support health

and strengthen community has been explored in papers by fellow researchers, Justen

O’Connor and Laura Alfrey. Our enquiry is extended in this article by focusing on how art

education, specifically art-making, and intergenerational learning can strengthen community

and enhance wellbeing across school and community-based educational contexts and

museums.
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Introduction

This article focuses on how art education, specifically art-making, and intergenera-
tional learning can strengthen community and enhance health and wellbeing across
school/community-based educational contexts and museums. It explores the
Museum, Art and Wellbeing project that brought primary school children and
seniors from the same local community together in activities designed to reveal
individual and mutual assets for health and wellbeing. From local and everyday to
previously collected and rare, object-based learning is central to our research prac-
tice, process and outcomes. The project undertook a participatory arts-based
approach which investigated how assets of a large public institution at Museums
Victoria, Australia could reach out and engage different community groups. We
worked within art education scenarios to enable distributive agency whereby the
objects/materials/displays/people in our project are regarded as interdependent
agents participating as co-creative forces with and between animate and inanimate
things (Bennett 2010, 35). Senior participants came from a local University of the
Third Age (U3A) which offers a range of classes but does not usually engage with
primary schools. Children at the primary school engage in art and separate health
and wellbeing learning but these age-stage sessions, designated to incremental
year-levels, had not previously included involvement of seniors in learning activi-
ties. For both groups the connection to Victoria’s state museums is marked by pre-
vious one-off visits. Museum resources have not been considered as ongoing
assets for health and wellbeing that link to local community as this project does.

Theoretical perspectives

The research shared in this article is informed by salutogenesis (Antonovsky 1996;
Huss & Samson 2018; Mittelmark et al. 2017), a/r/tography (Irwin & De Cosson
2004; Bickel et al. 2011; LeBlanc & Irwin 2019) and new materialist (Barad 2007;
Bennett 2010; Hood & Kraehe 2017) approaches. All theoretical perspectives
informed the participatory arts-based design of the project, while learning arising
from the participatory experiences that coupled art, health and wellbeing
embraced transpedagogical possibilities (Knight & Riddle 2017).

The theory of salutogenesis provides ‘more powerful a guide for research and
practice’ than traditional pathogenic, deficit-approaches to understanding health
(Antonovsky 1996, 227). In conceptualising salutogenesis, Antonovsky (1979)
urged us to view health as being on a continuum, and focus on what supports indi-
viduals in moving toward ‘health-ease’ as opposed to ‘dis-ease’. For Antonovsky
(1979), resources that exist across levels of our ecology, such as social support
and access to nature, can support personal, social and community health. To date
there is limited scholarship which applies a salutogenic approach to the art-
wellbeing nexus, but Huss & Samson (2018) suggest there is potential in combining
salutogenesis and the arts to create a methodology for enhancing ‘coping’ and
health and wellbeing more broadly.

The art methodologies employed in this project pick up notions of transpedagogy
presented by Helguera (2006) whereby art-making is both ‘a learning experience or
process and a conceptual gesture open to interpretation’ (para 5) and the pedagogical
method is ‘an extension, and sometimes as the very core, of the artwork’ (para 6). Our
integrated salutogenic and transpedagogical intent helps focus attention on
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opportunities for connection afforded by art-making possibilities, meaningful art-
making experiences for authentic learning in the arts and using art-making processes
and products as tools for health and wellbeing. The artworks themselves are regarded
as conceptual gestures that relate to the learning experience or process. As such, we
interpret them as art-representations of what the works afford the event. The central-
ity of art-making in the project, enables us to showcase participants’ artworks as they
explore, express and share feelings about favourite wellbeing places and activities. Fur-
ther, as this article employs an a/r/tographic approach (LeBlanc & Irwin 2019), images,
text and participants actions and responses are explored alongside each other so the
resonances of each participant being an artist/researcher/teacher and of art/research/
teaching are contiguous (Irwin & De Cosson 2004). A/r/tography is evident in the rela-
tional positioning of participants (Bickel et al. 2011, 92); as artists (who make artwork
in relation to wellbeing), as researchers (who explore aspects of wellbeing through
their art) and as teachers (who teach each other about their community connections
for wellbeing). This expansion of the self in relation to the intersubjective roles of artist,
researcher and teacher works intergenerationally between children and seniors, with
no perceived hierarchy according to age.

Our approach to a/r/tography is informed by experiencing materiality and radi-
cal relationality. The art education aspects of the project enabled intra-active
encounters to play out through the workings of art methods and practices which,
after Barad, considered the human/non-human as agentic. Barad (2007, 141), sug-
gests that this entanglement of human/non-human (e.g. participants, objects, places,
art-making) enables a dynamism of forces through mutual relationship. In turn,
these forces have agency as they ‘change and alter in their on-going intra-actions’
(Lenz-Taguchi 2010, 27). Drawing on the ‘radical relatedness’ of Gablik (1995),
Bickel et al. (2011, 89) advocate ‘a process of listening and viewing for multiple
perspectives’. They suggest, in doing so, a performed collectivity forms in ways that
alter a hegemonic perception of community, (where community is understood
solely through roots of origin) and, after Nancy (2000), replaces it with a force of
becoming community that is endless. (Bickel et al. 2011, 91). The radical relational-
ity that informed our a/r/tographic approach enabled participants to explore their
wellbeing responses and consider intergenerational connections to foster an ecol-
ogy of self as interconnected. Moreover, radical relationality was revealed in
extended moments of stimulated curiosity which evolved from witnessing (sharing,
listening, questioning, describing, co-creating) human and non-human contributions
with a mutual enthusiasm enriched with respect and reverence.

By emphasising the performativity of material practice through living inquiry
(Irwin & De Cosson 2004), we employed an ontological research mode that
favours ‘practices that challenge normative understandings, creating new poten-
tials’ (LeBlanc & Irwin 2019, 4) with a preference to enquire into the ‘yet unknow-
able’ as opposed to epistemological forms of research that ‘are interested in what
is already known about the world’. LeBlanc & Irwin (2019, 5) assert that these dif-
ferentiations are expressed and made visible through the ‘artist/researcher’s sensi-
tivity to particular framings’.

Pedagogical context

The practice of making and responding are important aspects of art education
(VCAA n.d. a; Dinham 2014) in Australian curriculum and were a continuous
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feature of the Museum, Art and Wellbeing project. The primary school follows the
State of Victoria’s curriculum where four visual arts strands determine the scope
and sequence of learning (VCAA, n.d. b). These and relevant achievement standards
from the Health and Physical Education curriculum for participating children at
level 5/6 are summarised in Table 1.

Victoria’s U3A groups are part of the worldwide network of self-supporting
not-for-profit groups run by volunteers to provide lifelong learning to people who
are retired or semi-retired. The U3A Network Victoria (2019) advocates common
objectives that include building strong community connections, promoting inclusion,
advocating local partnerships and participating in activities that promote health
and wellbeing and social inclusion outcomes. Arts-related courses feature in most
programmes and the informal education context emphasises inclusive participation.
This is perfectly expressed by the motto placed on the participant U3A wall:
‘Learning for Pleasure in Retirement’.

Intergenerational learning

Our way of working utilises intergenerational art-led pedagogies to interrupt tradi-
tional age/stage-based approaches to education (Burke et al. 2017; Burke in press
2021) while simultaneously challenging generalised (stereotypical) views that the
learners’ age and stage in life is the most effective means of organising learning and
teaching (Robinson & Howatson-Jones 2014). We also prioritise intergenerational
exchanges where the sharing of ‘creativity skills and capacities’, such as problem pos-
ing/problem solving, curiosity and collaboration foster creative agency (Harris 2016,
30–31). Through participants’ developing sense of creative confidence, we aim to
enhance coping skills and ‘health-ease’ more generally (Antonovsky 1979; Huss &
Samson 2018) where emphasis is placed on fostering manageability, comprehensibil-
ity and meaning in the art-making process and sharing that ensues. Further, Robin-
son & Howatson-Jones (2014, 306) suggest that familiarity is an important factor in
developing positive attitudes towards adults. They endorse intergenerational activi-
ties where children and adults become familiar with each other through shared
activities whereby ‘children can see older people as empathetic, knowledgeable and
skilled’. This, and our awareness of challenges that can prevent intergenerational
connectedness from occurring (MacCallum et al. 2010) informed decisions on how
best to design an arts-led pedagogy to strengthen personal, social and community
health. The generations coming together become a form of health asset development
through shared creativity and radical relationality (Bickel et al. 2011). Intergenera-
tional education is not without challenges. MacCallum et al.’s (2010, 130) report into
community building through intergenerational exchange programmes identified diffi-
culties such as ‘negative stereotyping and “othering” of the old and young; social,
personal, historical and economic circumstances, which contribute to the young and
old becoming distant from each other; language differences’. These challenges were
evident at times along with the practical challenges of handling precious objects in
non-precious environments and supporting the multiplicity of needs and processes
across different venues and within tight timeframes. Our awareness of these chal-
lenges informed decisions on how best to design an arts-led pedagogy drawing on
the strengths of participating institutions to enhance personal, social and community
health. The generations coming together become a form of health asset development
through shared creativity and radical relationality (Bickel et al. 2011).
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Process overview

The researchers approached the project from different perspectives and were
inspired by a parallax view of research (Sameshima 2007) where lead authors bring
different perspectives to the project enabling connection rather than opposition
across theoretical vantage points. O’Connor et al. (2019) considered the creation of
social capital; Alfrey et al. (2020) investigated implications for health education;
whereas this article reflects on the arts-based educational research approach with a
focus on co-creation of data and witnessing of well-being attributes to seek out
moments of connection and joy. Rather than adopting a defined framework for

TABLE 1 Summary of relevant achievement standards, Victorian Curriculum:
Visual Arts and Health and Physical Education, levels 5/6.

Level 5/6 Summary of relevant Visual Arts achievement standard (Victorian

Curriculum, Visual Arts, Structure. (VCAA n.d. b).

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARD • Explain how ideas are expressed in artworks they make
and view.

• Demonstrate the use of different techniques and pro-
cesses in planning and making artworks.

• Use visual conventions and visual arts practices to
express ideas, themes and concepts in their artworks.

• Describe the influences of artworks and practices places
on their art-making. and how artworks that they make
and view can be displayed to express and enhance
meaning.

• Describe and identify how ideas are expressed in art-
works from different contemporary, historical and cultural
contexts.

Summary of relevant Health and Physical Education achievement
standard (Victorian Curriculum, Health and Physical Education, Structure.

(VCAA n.d. c).

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARD • Understand the influences people and places have on
personal identities, recognise the influence of emotions
on behaviours and be able to discuss factors that influ-
ence how people interact.

• Describe their own and others’ contributions to health,
physical activity, safety and wellbeing, describe the key
features of health-related fitness and the significance of
participating in physical activity for health and wellbeing

• Demonstrate skills to work collaboratively and play fairly,
and examine how community wellbeing is supported by
celebrating diversity and connecting to the natural and
built environment.

• Access and interpret health information, and explain and
apply strategies to enhance their own and others’ health,
safety and wellbeing at home, at school and in the
community.
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interpreting the data, we sought to let the data ‘speak back’ (Pacini-Ketchabaw et al.
2016, 3) with creative agency to reveal new possibilities.

Methodologically article draws on observations and field notes made by the
art educator/researcher while working on the project, along with photos and
videos of the events, participants’ artefacts and interviews, teaching presentations
and organisational notes.

The art educator/researcher led the design and implementation of the arts
activities in collaboration with the team. The focus was to employ art as a central
concept that in turn enabled participants to perform acts of wellbeing that reached
beyond thematic investigations of wellbeing determinants to embody wellbeing
experience. The emphasis on experiencing wellbeing through art positioned the
art-making as a means to reach into participants’ evolving understanding of them-
selves in relation to the community/museum nexus. Similarly, activities were config-
ured across several sites, contextual learning and different processes of
engagement in the hope that shifts in wellbeing would occur when:

• Participant groups hosted art events at their institutional home sites – the pri-
mary school and the museum.

• Children and seniors investigated health-based assets from intimate, small-scale,
home-based objects and places to ‘precious’ conserved museum objects, large-
scale public spaces and valued spaces for community recreation.

• Intergenerational art-led pedagogies (as per Fancourt & Finn 2019, 4) sought to
‘trigger psychological, physiological, social and behavioural responses that are
themselves causally linked with health outcomes’.

The central component of the Museum, Art and Wellbeing project was book-
ended by the mapping of participants’ local health assets as well as interviews
about participants’ wellbeing (O’Connor et al. 2019). Expansive art-making explo-
rations took place with 41 participants (23 primary-school students (mean
age=11), 18 seniors (mean age=73), who came together in nine generative art
events (see Figure 2). Seniors were invited to participate following a meeting with
the U3A coordinators and a presentation from the university and museum. They
opted in with informed consent. Children were invited to participate following
meetings with the school principal and staff. Parental consent was sought for chil-
dren who opted into the project. Participating seniors listed a range of former
employment or volunteer histories indicating widely different life experiences,
interests and expertise.

Art-making processes

A series of linked tables provide a breakdown of activities, content and in-situ
adjustments for art methods and wellness intentions across the nine events. These
tables 2, 3 and 4 purposely expose the depth, momentum and flow of separate
and joint activities across shared locations of making. In Table 2, preparation for
the art-based workshops and initial sessions with the primary school children and
U3A seniors show how participants were first introduced to the art, wellbeing and
intergenerational aspects of the project.

For example, in the Preparing to meet sessions (See Figure 1) the featured
images speak to the comfort of a good book; fond memories and appreciation of
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TABLE 2 Preparing to meet sessions (Burke et al. 2021)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Preparation Reconnoitre: Visual arts facilitator

To determine functional and aesthetic possibilities at the museum; exploration of

outreach objects; and local sites

Functional possibilities: Drawing in situ, testing suitability of art materials,

timing, site, crowd considerations

Exploring Museum: Outreach collection (selection of displays), in-reach facilities

(selection of museum objects)

Exploring health-assets: Visiting local places named by participants

Formal/informal expectations: Victorian curriculum, U3A objectives

Session 1: Primary school children
Introduction to project aims. Start of art-based workshops: exploring drawing as

an act of wellbeing and as a way to connect to special places, special people

and health through community connections.

Tuning in and being present: Soften-Soothe-Allow warm up session; Eye-Hand-

Mind body awareness exercises

Collaborative drawings: Favourite places that make children feel well (informed

by Mapping of community assets for wellbeing)

Group appreciation: Learning to reflect on and share insights about individual

and group artwork and associated wellbeing connections through active

speaking and listening skills (development of art and health terminology)

Questioning health: What is it? What makes you healthy (personal, social,

environmental)

Expressing feelings through analogue and digital art skills: Communicating

through art to express emotions through colours, lines, shapes, symbols, places,

words; Learning to create animated drawing sequences with iPad apps or

layered drawings with transparent sleeves

Wellbeing places, people and activities: Children choosing either iPad or

transparency art to create individual artworks about wellbeing places, people

and activities in their lives

Ongoing reflections: Children showcasing artwork; they teach and learn skills

and processes from each other while developing art/health terminology

(relational focus through making and responding)

Preparing to work with seniors: Discussing how children could teach seniors

iPad art skills when they meet. Viewing and discussing David Hockney’s

animated digital drawings and how we might approach seniors to help (or learn

from them) about digital technology; learning about stereotypes and being open

to seniors (Adjourn)

(Resume) Session 2: Primary school children
Emphasis on developing a diverse repertoire of artistic choices for expression;

building ability to express feelings about personal, social, environmental

associations; creating and sharing stories and connections through museum

objects; developing social skills to work with seniors.

Tuning in and being present: Soften-Soothe-Allow warm up; Eye-Hand-Mind

exercises; Learning how to stay cool on a very hot day

Wellbeing places, people and activities: Continue developing sequential animated

drawings on iPads and installing analogue drawings (learning to express emotions

associated with wellbeing; Developing and Appreciating art and wellbeing narratives/

descriptive words for health;Making and Responding with a relational focus

(continued)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Introduction to object-based drawing: Respecting, touching, drawing museum

out-reach objects and finding wellbeing associations (place, people, activities);

learning about what the objects do and how they evoke stories and feelings;

Expressing and sharing responses

Collaborative drawing: A guided group drawing about the wellbeing associations

with local beach using water pens and water collected from the beach;

developing emotional/word associations

Questioning health: What makes us feel well? (for example, nature, social hubs,

thinks to be, things to feel, things to do)

Preparing to work with seniors: Developing conversation starters, welcoming

ways to be and share with senior visitors (Adjourn)

(Resume) Session 3: Primary school children
Emphasis on developing wellbeing through a diverse array of art experiences;

creating and sharing stories and connections through personal objects; learning

to display artworks; developing social skills to welcome seniors.

Tuning in and being present: Soften-Soothe-Allow; Eye-Hand-Mind

Wellbeing places, people and activities: Finishing off animation and

transparency drawings with wellbeing narratives/words for health

Object-based learning: Respecting, touching, drawing, finding wellbeing

associations (place, people, activities) with objects from home; drawing what

objects do and how they reveal stories and feelings; sharing reflections; further

developing wellbeing vocabulary

Preparing an exhibition of artworks to share with seniors: Sharing animated

drawings through a mini iPad festival; installing display of transparencies,

drawings and art-based responses

Appreciation of group artwork: Group feedback session

Questioning health: What makes us feel well? Good feelings come from brain

chemicals

Preparing to work with seniors: Welcoming approaches; exhibition talk to share

with senior visitors; how to be a host (Completed)

First seniors workshop
Introduction to project aims. Start of art-based workshops: exploring drawing as

an act of wellbeing and as a way to connect to our special places, our special

people and our health through community and museum connections.

Project overview: What’s it all about? Linking generations, community, museum,

art and wellbeing as a way to explore health

Tuning in and being present: Soften-Soothe-Allow; Eye-Hand-Mind

Questioning Health: What is it? What makes you healthy? (personal, social,

environmental); discussing brain chemicals in relation to wellbeing (gratitude,

mindfulness etc.)

Drawing on wellbeing: Freeing up and expanding ways to express through art

(drawing for pleasure; drawing stretches; drawing for play; drawing feelings;

drawing as expressive and gestural; drawing on associations; drawing on stories;

drawing on objects)

Drawing on associations: Collaborative drawing of favourite local walks places

(wellbeing assets) with group discussion; introduction to ephemeral water

drawing medium; leading to individual transparency drawings exploring

wellbeing places, people and activities

(continued)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Drawing on objects and finding our stories: Finding connections through

objects from the museum and from senior’s daily lives; sensory and immersive

investigations of objects; watercolour painting on mini canvases with word

associations

Group appreciation: responding to each other’s art works; sharing wellbeing

insights

Preparing to work with the children: Introducing the concept that all

participants are artists, researchers, teachers; call to mentor children for

language development about wellbeing; overview of what the children have

been creating so far

TABLE 3 Intergenerational sessions (Burke et al. 2021)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Primary school children host seniors at their school
Joint exhibition of artworks; sharing stories about ‘what makes us feel healthy’

through place and object-based art-making, collaborative and individual

artworks; preparation of self-guided questions and wellbeing guide to use at the

museum together

Meet and greet: Children welcoming seniors and forming small groups to

explore their exhibition together

Joint exhibition: Sharing and discussing artworks and shared wellness places

such as the skateboard park, boardwalk, a favourite tree, swimming, the bay;

seniors introducing new descriptive words

Joint tuning in exercises: (both groups now familiar with this)

Our treasured places: Participants describing their feel-good place to an active

listener who draws it in response; discussing what they learn about each

other’s feelings about treasured places and the gift of sharing and listening;

enjoying the challenge of water drawing together

Immersive drawing of museum outreach objects: Handling museum objects,

looking deeply; exploring wellbeing as a collaborative act (Museum providing

outreach objects that resonate with assets identified by participants in earlier

sessions – nature, play, technology)

Or Immersive drawing of personal objects: Doing sensory investigations

together and creating associated word banks

Children as teachers: Children teaching seniors how to use Brushes Redux on

iPads to create animated drawing of objects; working together to draw museum

and personal objects they have brought in to share

Mini-film festival: Of combined animated drawings

Guided sharing of artworks: What’s gone well with our art-making so far?

Lunch: Option to sit together or not; some children taking seniors outside to eat

lunch with them

Wellness survey: All participants invited to participate in second survey

Introduction to the Museum: Learning about the sections of the Museum they

will visit together; They choose from the following galleries: Forest Gallery,

Wild, Marine, Old Melbourne and Bugs Alive.

Co-creation of a poster, mind-map and wellbeing guide for the Museum:
What do we expect to see sculptures; self-guided questions to ask at the

(continued)
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Museum and input into a collaborative wellbeing guide to use together at the

museum (mindfulness, helping each other at the museum)

Preparing for the Museum visit: What to expect – Bus trips, Meet and Greet,

overview of activities and flow of the day; iPad Photography tips for the

Museum

Seniors and children visit museum together
Shared discovery of the museum experienced through co-created questions and

wellbeing strategies. Finding links between daily life and the museum. Making

art through object-based learning, photography and gratitude drawings.

Bus trip: Seniors and children travelling into the museum together

Meet and greet: At the museum learning space

Exhibition of project artwork thus far
Collaborative water drawing to refresh connections
Welcome by museum staff
Immersive investigations of museum objects: Nature: birds, koalas; Toys

collection; Technology collection (mini canvases, pens and ink)

Curiosity trail in the museum: Seniors and children exploring given sections of

the museum

Feedback: Informal reporting back on what was seen, was found, was considered

interesting

Lunch: Together
Wellness treasure trail: Using co-created wellbeing guide; photograph favourite

displays/objects; Focus on empathy (waiting, helping, supporting, and

understanding), gratitude (being thankful, appreciation), mindfulness (being in

the moment, drawing, photography) and gifting (listening, sharing, teaching,

helping).

Gratitude drawings: Seniors and young people sharing their drawing, painting,

and photography and talking about exhibits at the museum. They start drawing

into foam sheets for gratitude cards

Thank you and farewells
Bus trip: Back home for seniors and children

TABLE 4 Gratitude sessions (Burke et al. 2021)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

Second seniors workshop
Review of museum visit and project aims. Introduction to printmaking

techniques and gratitude cards.

Review of museum visit: What was learnt from intergenerational

connections? The co-investigation of community and the museum as a

means to explore health?

Exhibition of project artwork thus far
Art as a gifting/receiving opportunity
Introduction to collaborative printmaking: Emphasis on shared process

and working in teams or Digital art animations
Creation of gratitude cards for the children: Seniors reviewing photos,

artworks and word banks created at the museum and other project

work to select gratitude images for the children (such as an image of the

(continued)
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childhood experiences; the thrill of the skatepark; access to sun and stars and a
peaceful back garden; feeling safe in the ocean; the joy of watching the ballet;
overcoming a fear of jellyfish; gratitude for a peaceful life boating and fishing;
noticing the happiness children feel at the local creek; enjoyment of walking the
local hill and seeing the sky and views; delight in the colour pink; seeing the sun-
rise through the window and hearing birch leaves rustle as bird song welcomes
the day. Sharing these artworks across age groups enabled seniors and children to
learn about their own and each other’s words for and sense of wellbeing. At the
same time, they learnt to express emotions through line, colour, texture, layered
and imaginative imagery, while developing text and ways to represent themselves
alongside their wellbeing images.

Object-based learning

Our approach was inspired by object-based learning (Thomson & Chatterjee 2015;
Hardie 2015b), immersive art pedagogy (Burke 2013) and material engagement
through art (Hood & Kraehe 2017) all of which provoked radical relationality. We
introduced object-based learning through ‘the active integration of objects into the
learning environment’ (Chatterjee et al. 2015, 13) using a tiered approach to

TABLE 4 (continued)

Arts-based event Purpose, participants, actions, attributes

butterfly collection that was enjoyed by the senior and the child);

developing text for the cards

Printmaking of gratitude cards: Relief printing, choice of colors for

meaning; printing enough for children and seniors to have a memento

Primary school children
Review of museum visit and project. Sharing of gratitude cards from

seniors; Introduction to printmaking techniques and the making and

writing of gratitude cards.

Review of museum visit: What was learnt from intergenerational

connections? The co-investigation of community/museum/health?

Exhibition of project artwork thus far
Sharing Gratitude cards from seniors: Art as a gifting/receiving

opportunity; Joy at receiving and learning about reciprocity.

Introduction to collaborative printmaking: Emphasis on shared process

and working in teams or Digital art animations
Creation of gratitude cards for the seniors: Children reviewing photos,

artworks and word banks created at the museum and other project

work to decide on gratitude image for the seniors (such as an image of a

boat looked at together); developing text for the cards

Printmaking of gratitude cards: Relief printing, choice of colors for

meaning; printing enough for seniors and children to have a memento

Sharing of gratitude cards
Children’s gratitude cards gifted to U3A participants
Received with joy and further on-sharing; display arranged
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extend beyond the museum and connect with objects in participants’ daily lives.
They explored wellbeing with and between chosen objects from home in the first
instance, then outreach objects from the museum and then objects and displays at
the museum. In each instance we encouraged multisensory engagement with the
objects as a form of inquiry and ‘interactive experiential learning’. In Table 3, a
detailed overview of the intergenerational arts-based events held at the primary
school and museum shows the role that object-based learning played. The over-
view also shows how the arts-based events further built on art and wellbeing asso-
ciations through community and museum contexts while detailing the purpose,
participants, actions and attributes of the events.

Figure 1
Sequence of arts-based workshops showing seniors and children working separately and
together (images used with permission).
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Object-based learning goes further than using sensory feedback from handling
objects as a means to determine physical properties, it also relies on the ‘affective
or emotional response of learners’ (Chatterjee et al. 2015, 17). Beyond providing
facts about objects, our approach was to provoke wellbeing associations through
prompts, questions and dialogue within and between generations. Participants
were able to step back to find ownership, critical discussions, and explore objects
of choice through drawing and photography (Hardie 2015b, 20). As with Hardie
(2015a, 26), the child-centred engagement with objects saw a pulling back ‘from
the transmission of facts’ to allow the objects ‘to talk to the students’ through par-
ticipants’ own sensory and interpretive engagement. The enabling of engagement
with and between objects and participants resonates with Murris’ (2016, 91) post-
humanist view whereby the child (and for us the senior) are an entanglement of
‘concepts and material forces’ engaging in a process which causes social, political
and biological boundaries to soften and dissolve. Macrae et al. (2018, 507) also
suggest, after Murris: ‘The shift from seeing the human subject as the sole locus of
agency, recognises that meaning can emerge through mutually active relationships
with the non-human; materials, places and objects are understood as having
agency.’

Sensory engagement was extended by prompting participants to draw chosen
objects based on touch, smell, sound and sight through varied and preferred art
forms, building a repertoire of art skills across media and genre (Burke 2013). At
the same time, participants were encouraged to share stories and wellbeing associ-
ations made evident through their chosen objects. For instance, in Figure 3, we

Figure 2
Seniors and children draw transparency portraits of their wellbeing places, activities and
feelings (images used with permission).
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record how the feel of wool and a love for knitting link a senior and child together
throughout the project; while a dog leash suggests the restorative impact of walk-
ing which creates links with a care dog brought in as a favourite object. Shells from
the museum are contrasted with shells from the local beach – prompting partici-
pants to ask, do they tell separate stories? Do they represent special places or
social connections? What stories does a stuffed animal at the museum tell, or what
links do tin-can phones and stereoscopic-toys call out for seniors and children to
share? While, in Table 4 we share an overview of the post-museum workshops
where seniors and primary school children reflected on joint experiences, creating
gratitude cards as gifts for each other.

Insights from intergenerational art-making

The workshops deliberately engaged participants in shared and open explorations
of assets of relevance to their lives through the nexus of their local community
and museum. For instance, one senior and child connected through their shared
artwork about their love of particular trees that offer each calm respite. This con-
nection then formed a link to a shared walk in the Rainforest Gallery at the
museum. In turn their gratitude cards to each other referred to their enjoyment of
trees as an experience in common for which they were grateful. The workshops-
built assets for health through art and wellbeing by tugging at traditional social
barriers around age/stage-based learning; by asking participants to work in com-
mon with each other, and to be open to intergenerational ways of learning

Figure 3
Sensory investigations by seniors and children (images used with permission).
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together. Indeed, examples shared in Table 5 following show how participants
experienced aspects of wellness through sharing, through gratitude, through kind-
ness as they created and gifted memories of their shared experiences through art-
works. Wellbeing strengthened as stereotypes about age and associated
capabilities were challenged, while capability reinforcement and social inclusion
become part of the learning. In turn, by posing a series of provocations about par-
ticipants’ engagement with objects, a range of provocative discoveries were made
by the seniors and the children.

Touching matters

Our questions to the participants focused on what objects do, ahead of what they
mean. What do these objects tell us? How do these objects link to our place/peo-
ple/self and sense of wellbeing? What objects represent special places or social
connections and make us feel good? How could the museum objects link to com-
munity assets and vice versa? What might it be like to be this object? What stories
are revealed by the objects? How does this object call to you and build memories
to your life? How might you speculate about this object? What might it be doing
that you have never considered or what activities can you dream up or for it?
(adapted from Hood & Kraehe, 2017, 35).

Material engagement with objects triggered associations and memories that
enabled stories, feelings of wellbeing, insights and further questions which enticed
participants to engage with creative possibilities in a continuum of touch (Barad
2007) which points to the importance of porosity through the senses enabling par-
ticipants to interlink with community/museum/and self/each other. Hood & Kraehe
(2017, 33) urge an approach that, ahead of cultural and symbolic references,
favours ‘speculative questions and methods that seek to make sense of the vitali-
ties of matter and agency of things’. And after Bennett (2010) they suggest that
research is positioned as being with things thus enabling distributive agency
whereby the animate/inanimate participants intermingle, intersperse and coalesce
as co-creative forces (Hood & Kraehe 2017, 35). Experiential triggers provoked
affective participation as seniors and school children engaged with objects from
the everyday to the precious and rare, while conversing with each other.

As they worked, participants built their artistic repertoire, and confidence
through material engagement with a variety of art forms and associated tools. Yet
these art activities served another function; as participants moved from individual
to shared art practice, and from analogue to digital forms, they challenged them-
selves to engage with different levels of dexterity. They found they needed and
wanted to work together; they shared knowhow, worked in teams, explained pro-
cedures and helped each other as a consequence of the artistic processes. The
strengthening of health and wellbeing through intergenerational art-making, object-
based learning and material thinking enabled more than artistic processes, as
shown by the examples in Table 5.

Living contact zones

Emphasising the role of the museum as a trusted space of curiosity energised
the effort to open up institutional boundaries and practices, and to share
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TABLE 5 Strengthening health and wellbeing

Discovery Observations and field notes

Challenging stereotypes Child: Wrote in his card to a senior ‘I am not sure what to write but I

noticed you were old but are full of energy. It was sort of nice

meeting you although you told lots of interesting stories about the

good old days.’

Senior: Reported when driving past the school now she has ‘A sense

of warmth in my heart – you know, just thinking about the kids.’ Then

added, ‘Even me’.

Social inclusion Senior: Spontaneous mark-making leads Matt to share Chinese symbols

with others. Their interest prompts him to bring in calligraphy works

which are received with curiosity. He suggests to the Principal that he

come back to show children how calligraphy is done.

Child: Shared her animated drawing which featured a rainbow

background with the words ‘PRIDE’ on it. She said ‘My brother is

“pride” and I am proud. I am proud of my brother.’ It connected her

art to her own sense of wellbeing and her sense of being proud of

her brother who had revealed his LGBTQI+ identity for the first time

during the recent summer.

Health and Wellbeing
associations

Seniors: A living companion dog brought in as a special object

was cuddled and patted and painted and discussed in terms of

its companionship helping with grief.

A dog leash brought in by another senior prompted a painting

and conversation around the freedom of walking and enjoying a

reprieve from caring while out of the house.

Discussions on walking followed. While painting a favourite

object (a camera) one senior mentioned how he enjoyed

walking his dog while also taking photos of favourite scenes.

On his camera painting he wrote ‘Life is precious, sharp, it

steals from time.’

Another revealed that he used to walk to the beach to look

at the horizon because the horizon was always there. Touching

on a sense of permanency about the beach, the sea and the

horizon, he said it was a strategy to help through

hard times.

Health and Wellbeing
perspectives

Seniors & Children: Social connection was fostered as seniors helped

children expand their vocabulary to describe their objects – cool,

dusty, faded, spiky.

Senior: ‘Look, it’s as if there is a galaxy in this shell’, Bill says as he

learns to take a microscopic photo of a local shell using a

smartphone.

Senior: Encouraged to sense her chosen object, Ella smells and touches

and handles her inherited brocaded diary, then attributes the words

love and happiness to her painted canvas as a co-generative act.

Senior & Child:
Adult: ‘This stuffed bird reminds me of childhood . . . there were so

many magpies about’.

Child: ‘Yes, I know a magpie that follows me around.’

Adult: ‘I have a magpie friend too, we sing songs together when I’m in

the garden.’
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hosting and visiting roles as ways to experience reciprocity and gratitude.
Negotiating layered constellations (Aitken et al. 2007) between people, place,
materials, time and formats stimulated relational ways of learning as the project
moved from familiar individual sites of learning to coming together in trusted
spaces for exploration. It enabled the children to host the visiting seniors with
an evident sense of pride, and for the children and seniors to feel comfort
through connection with museum staff as they engaged with them for outreach
and in-house experiences. This emphasis also invigorated understanding of the
museum as an ‘intergenerational contact zone’ (Kaplan et al. n.d., paras 1–22)
that offered key design principles of choice through ‘non-forced interaction’
(para 1) and flexibility through ‘open, welcoming and evolving spaces’ (para 2)
where spontaneity is welcomed through planned and unplanned activities which
coalesce through being and interacting together. (paras 1–3). The museum as a
contact zone brought focus to the events and moved art wellbeing explorations
from small-scale unexamined local and personal places to closely examined per-
sonal, social and public community contexts. For instance, when a number of
beach-loving participants, intrigued by the museum’s Marine display of soldier
crabs, discovered these very same crabs congregate for their annual moult in
waters off their local beaches.

The notion of becoming community by being capable artist/researcher/teach-
ers sat well with our dual focus of an asset-based view of health and wellbeing,
and engaging with art as a salutogenic experience. As seen when, having shared
and discussed drawings of their favourite health assets with each other, seniors
and children joined forces to co-create wellness questions for their joint visit to
the museum. Rather than being of age-set minds, where age-related status defines
common identity, they relate together in the museum through shared intentions,
not as separate and disparate groups of seniors and school children but as a group
of generational inquirers that is a becoming collective. Through collective genera-
tional inquiry participants were able to challenge stereotypes, develop social inclu-
sion strategies and explore wellbeing associations and perspectives (see Table 5).
The workshop structure was ‘imbricated and reciprocal, offering a reconceptualiza-
tion of self and other in which these previously distinct parts constantly inform(ed)
each other and their relationship’ (Bickel et al. 2011, 9).

Sharing days together created shifts in our thinking; there were uncomfortable
moments but these slid away readily resolved in the uplifting joy of our relational-
ity. Likewise, the energy of participants being with/creating together worked on
aspects of enjoyment and pleasure, while creating a context for new futures that
engaged intergenerational and lifelong learning.

Uncertainty, disruption and trust

The Museum Art and Wellbeing project also embraced an a/r/tographic disposition
by valuing the input and directions that diverse participants brought through living
inquiry, even if these inputs were unexpected. An a/r/tographic disposition enabled
children and seniors alike to undertake roles as artists, researchers and teachers
(a/r/t) who worked individually/congruently with each other, and in the process
communicated their learning about wellbeing through art, dialogue and text (gra-
phy). As a participatory artist/researcher/teacher, the structure devised for work-
shop interactions prompted self-inquiry and tuning in to moments of wellbeing, but
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these prompts flowed and bent with the participants’ making, and meant the pro-
ject had many unknowns.

Will a sense of health and wellbeing occur? Not just as a subject of knowledge but
as a felt experience between participants and as evoked by intergenerational learn-
ing and the museum context? Will meaningful relationships form through intergen-
erational art? How will I know what to plan for in each session? What will link art
and wellbeing? (Field Notes)

Learning from each other, through art-making, forged the necessary momen-
tum. Figure 4 captures how seniors created a water study of favourite walks and
wellbeing places, and how, after receiving gratitude cards from the seniors, the
children worked in printmaking teams, with increased focus to reciprocate
through the making of their own gratitude cards. Meanwhile, a senior is shown
listening to two children describe their favourite place and draws a football field
based on their instruction while seniors and children co-create a large mind-map
featuring questions they would like to ask at the museum. The mind-map
becomes a Wellbeing Guide for enacting attunement, kindness, gratitude and
feel-good experiences at the museum. It was evident that the participants’
engagement determined the next line of inquiry which in turn, built momentum
and further insights. Irwin et al. (2018, 37) states ‘It is the engagement of

Figure 4
Learning from each other in the making (images used with permission).
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practice that transforms our ideas into further practice’ that builds vitality
through the force of living inquiry. This felt sense of vitality (or lack thereof)
helped determine intensities and resistance among participants. For instance,
when mindfulness was explained in scientific ways to the children, one girl rolled
her eyes and flopped on her desk. Yet when asked to express wellbeing assets in
her life, she enthusiastically drew her favourite calm places and eagerly discussed
her insights with seniors. This next example shows why it was crucial to be open
to in-situ uncertainty:

A child picks up a shell – it is part of the outreach collection from the museum.
Curious about the information card that dangles from it, he declares the shell is
‘Fake! Fake news!’ and gestures as if to drop it onto the table like a toy. A
museum staff member and I explain that the tagged card attached to the shell
explains the shell type and where it was found. The child has not experienced
objects in this way before. Gently, the museum educator explains how the tag
makes it possible to keep track and learn more about this type of shell. As if to
find his focus, the child asks whether he can draw the shell on the iPad rather
than in the group activity. I set him up with an iPad and show him how to add
layers to his image. He creates an exquisitely detailed and carefully rendered art-
work that shows reverence to the shell. (Field Notes)

We welcomed disruption and flux in moments where uncertainty challenged
expectations and revealed unknown possibilities. It was a revelation to see how
the art-making enabled, enriched and amplified the qualities and value of sharing
as exemplified in Figure 5. Attributes such as giving and receiving, empathy, grati-
tude, sense of identity, mindfulness and trust were evoked through our making
and sharing of stories and insights about health, gratitude and attentiveness. In
fact, exploring art through wellbeing attributes caused me to reframe my everyday
teaching practice to seek interrelational attunement. ‘You made me feel I can do
anything’, one child wrote to the seniors in her last workshop. ‘At first I was scared
of you but now I know you I’m so very happy that I met you. Thank you for sharing
your drawings and stories.

Experiencing shift

Our research feeds into the specific teaching practices that we wish to employ
for art education, and inspires us to teach for the shift where teaching and
research entangle, and art moves with the world in optimistic ways. The project
shifts the possibilities of art education by fostering a broad sense of ecology – a
being with – through being socially and culturally connected across age and insti-
tutions.

Our discovering of art wellbeing accords with the view of transpedagogy (Hel-
guera 2011, 80) as socially engaged, whereby shifts can occur through ‘collective
construction of an art milieu, with artworks and ideas’ working with ‘our collective
construction of knowledge’, and the belief that artwork ‘is a tool for understanding
the world’. An art wellbeing approach calls on more than process and products of
making because it encompasses the power of the pedagogical event which called
our participants to be artists/researchers/teachers (Springgay et al. 2005) together
as a means to shift thinking.
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By dwelling in what LeBlanc & Irwin (2019, 3) refer to as plural and singular
places, our a/r/tographic encounters formed provocations that enabled a rendering
to emerge which influenced the very ‘substance, shape and process of inquiry’. For
a/r/tographers, renderings work across theory, practice and poesis and are enacted
through ‘living inquiry’ that informs arts-based research. The renderings are flexible
concepts that offer insights through: contiguity (the inter-positionality of children
and seniors as artists/researchers/teachers); openings (when we touch objects, do
they touch us back to evoke wellbeing associations?); metaphor/metonymy (when
participants describe their art- making, ‘it’s as if there is a galaxy in this shell’, ‘I am
pride, I am proud of my brother’); excess (when a moment of shift frees a new
path for a senior and child through their intra-action with a woollen object that
draws them together as partners who both love knitting); and reverberations
(speculating ways to move forward with what is learnt from our living inquiry).
LeBlanc & Irwin (2019, 3) suggest the renderings play and move alongside one
another disrupting other thoughts and ideas, and through this relational disruption
resist taking on the static representation of knowledge that findings might evoke.
It is the ‘mediation and meditation between these six renderings that leaves open
the potential for additional renderings and the activity that exists in their intersec-
tions’ (Springgay et al. 2005, 899).

Figure 5
Interrelational attunement: Gratitude cards: making/responding/gifting/receiving ⎯ reciproc-
ity through printmaking (images used with permission).
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Art-well-being, an emergent rendering

By revealing the creative space in which feelings of health and wellbeing come into
being, our project opened up the concept of art-well-being as a means to render
art-led wellbeing activities. Represented in Figure 6 in linear form, art-well-being
offers the following openings:

• Art: as a creative responsive tool draws out wellbeing. By drawing on a well-
spring of memories and feelings on who we are and how we feel about the
world, art amplifies ways to know ourselves with the world. Art enables attuning
in the moment with what is felt.

• Well: as a means to draw out wellness assets like water from a deep well; ever-
present with the capacity to flourish.

• Being: with human/non-human across boundaries as co-creative artists/re-
searchers and teachers whereby art practices open channels for reaching into
the flourishing well.

Art-well-being is not conceived to replace art education or health education,
but calls for transpedagogical options especially when disciplines/institutions/gener-
ations come together to explore mutual wellbeing as a way to forge community.
The inspirations, process and provocations presented in this article revealed a co-
creative space which led to shifts in awareness that, in this instance, turned art
process and products into assets for wellbeing. Specifically, there was re-evaluation
of self, each-other, points of contact and the role of art education. From re-
evaluation came value and valuing of making/responding/gifting/receiving, and the
opportunity to integrate art education as a core component for creating commu-
nity health and wellbeing. Through generative, energetic, productive, problem-
solving engagement, our interrogation revealed and engaged in a wellbeing of
reciprocity. In naming art-well-being as a rendering, we gesture towards ways to
move forward with what can be learnt from living inquiry. As such, we propose
implementing and navigating further intergenerational art inquiries that reverber-
ate with daily life and COVID-affected times, by considering:

• Intergenerational sharing together/apart as school groups/seniors share wellbe-
ing strategies through social media/digital sessions that adhere to relevant pro-
tocols;

Figure 6
Rendering art-well-being.
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• Exploring wellbeing during lockdown/social distancing to affirm the assets of
lived experiences during COVID times, despite difficulties and difference;

• Co-creating artworks that express wellbeing strategies during lockdown, quaran-
tine or social distancing inspired by daily practices, home objects/spaces, com-
munity places/activities/people, online collections/outreach objects;

• Facilitating non-reductive strategies that shift art education to intra-act with
participants changing life experiences of direct relevance, now.
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